Introduction
Although cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) is a major breakthrough in and a cornerstone of advanced heart failure (HF) treatment (1, 2), nonresponse constitutes a major therapeutic issue (3, 4) with a multitude of interpretations offered (3) . Despite the unquestionable validity of several of them [suboptimal left ventricular (LV) electrode site, failure to optimize, suboptimal delivery as in the case of atrial fibrillation (AF), suboptimal biventricular pacing (BVP) percentage, alterations due to underlying disease rather than left bundle branch block (LBBB) itself as in advanced dilated cardiomyopathy with diffuse fibrosis (5) ], a more radical reasoning may be pursued, linking nonresponse to iatrogenic right ventricular (RV) dyssynchrony and atrial dysfunction. Thus, a different mode of CRT, namely preferential LV (pLV) pacing -"preferential" referring to the conscientious and active avoidance of RV pulse delivery-might offer an appealing alternative to standard BVP, especially in cases of nonresponse, with coexisting significant RV and atrial BVP ramifications (6) .
Although LV pacing may represent an appealing approach in cases warranting ventricular pacing due to atrioventricular block without concomitant QRS widening (to avoid LV function deterioration), also competing with BVP as an option (7), this review will focus on the underlying mechanisms and its utility when both ventricular dysfunction and LV intraventricular conduction aberrations exist.
Underlying principles
A high percentage (30%-60%) of patients with advanced HF exhibit evidence of ventricular dyssynchrony, defined either electrocardiographically or mechanically, respectively (8) (9) (10) . This could be a result of Purkinje fibers (PF) in humans not coursCardiac resynchronization therapy constitutes a cornerstone in advanced heart failure treatment, when there is evidence of dyssynchrony, especially by electrocardiography. However, it is plagued both by persistently high (~30%) rates of nonresponse and by deterioration of right ventricular function, owing to iatrogenic dyssynchrony in the context of persistent apical pacing to ensure delivery of biventricular pacing. Left ventricular pacing has long been considered an alternative to standard biventricular pacing and can be achieved as easily as inserting a single pacing electrode in the coronary sinus. Although monoventricular left ventricular pacing has been proven to yield comparable results with the standard biventricular modality, it is the advent of preferential left ventricular pacing, combining both the powerful resynchronization potential of multipolar coronary sinus and right-sided electrodes acting in concert and the ability to preserve intrinsic, physiological right ventricular activation. In this review, we aim to present the underlying principles and modes for delivering left ventricular pacing, as well as to highlight advantages of preferential over monoventricular configuration. Finally, current clinical evidence, following implementation of automated algorithms, regarding performance of left ventricular as compared with biventricular pacing will be discussed. It is expected that the field of preferential left ventricular pacing will grow significantly over the following years, and its combination with other advanced pacing modalities may promote clinical status and prognosis of patients with advanced dyssynchronous heart failure. (Anatol J Cardiol 2019; 22: 132-9) Keywords: dyssynchronous heart failure, cardiac resynchronization therapy, biventricular pacing, preferential left ventricular pacing, right ventricular function ing transmurally as in other species (11) , which leads to activation sequence being vulnerable to formation of non-conducting/ abnormally conducting tissue at the subendocardial region (otherwise excitation could bypass the block through adjacent PF, reducing its dyssynchrony-inducing effect). Under normal conditions (5, 12) LV activation follows a septal-to-lateral wall and apicobasal course, ensuring, through the high conduction velocity of PF, not only synchronous activation of the chamber but mechanical efficiency as well, given the ensuing squeezelike behavior. In contrast, left intraventricular conduction abnormalities of varying degrees yield a sequence with delayed activation of basal lateral/posteroinferior segments (13), without clear apicobasal directionality (14) , which leads to electrical and consequently mechanical dyssynchrony [ejection fraction (EF) reduced by as much as 40% (15)]. These effects are accentuated in the case of "true" or "complete" LBBB, where breakthrough conduction occurs only by currents stemming from the RV crossing the mid-apical septum and not by LV currents propagating through the septum/anterior wall interface (14) . Moreover, ventricular dilatation and hypertrophy aggravate these effects. At the same time, atrial function is impaired, inasmuch as LV segments may continue to contract during diastole, impeding mitral valve opening (16) .
As anticipated, resynchronization effects are markedly greater in cases of true LBBB (17) , also reflected in relevant guidelines recommendation levels for CRT use in various forms of intraventricular conduction aberrations (6) . Finally, restoration of synchronous activation has significant effects on cardiomyocyte energetics (18) , stemming from alleviation of supraphysiological cardiomyocyte stretch/stress levels, allowing for restoration of proper cellular metabolism/function.
However, current implementation of CRT, with delivery of an LV pulse through a coronary sinus (CS)-residing multipolar electrode appears to solely focus on LV, rather than cardiac, function. More specifically, restoration of LV synchrony often comes at the cost of its RV counterpart (second pulse delivered at RV apex). Studies have reported significant prognostic effects of intrinsic RV (dys)function in patients with HF (19) , allowing the conjecture that its BVP-induced counterpart will exhibit similar features. Indeed, some degree of RV activation precedence over its LV counterpart has been shown to acutely improve hemodynamic responses in cases of LBBB (20) (21) (22) -in any case, initial septal activation on surface ECG is normally directed to the right. It should be clarified that this means to no extent that LV intraventricular dyssynchrony should be acceptable. Rather, it signifies that the RV, as a chamber, should be activated through the intrinsic conduction system (23) and slightly earlier that the LV, whose internal dyssynchrony should be rectified as much as possible. Presence of interventricular septum (common structure) renders this feat difficult to achieve given that it should be allowed to depolarize intrinsically, while late-activated LV segments (LBBB pattern) should be resynchronized with their septal counterparts, without transposing activation of the LV as a whole before the RV. Indeed, in a proof-of-concept study, Varma et al. (24) demonstrated that in isolated left-sided HF with reduced ejection fraction, pLV pacing with a CRT device allowed for significantly shortened duration of RV activation, indistinguishable from that of endogenous conduction, without introducing areas of delayed conductivity, contrary to BVP or RV pacing. This in turn could abrogate perturbed RV hemodynamics reported with RV pacing (25) and potentially impact disease progression.
Atrial stress is also increased by curtailing ventricular filling due to frequent need for short atrioventricular delays to ensure satisfactory levels of BVP (26, 27 ) -an alteration with hemodynamic effects by itself (28) . Although dyssynchrony itself may cause atrial dysfunction (see above), it is not alleviated by CRT since the latter induces it as well, albeit through a different mechanism. In any case, this may lead to supraventricular tachyarrhythmias, most importantly AF-occurring to ~25% of CRT recipients (29, 30 ) -with detrimental effects on response (31) .
Ventriculoarterial coupling (VAC) is an old yet newly resurfaced concept attempting to assess the function of the cardiovascular system as a whole (32) . In essence, it estimates the extent to which cardiac external work is transferred to the vasculature and, given that in hydraulics work is the product of volume and pressure, the extent to which cardiac work translates to tissue perfusion and potentially organ function. Although most studies have focused on left-sided VAC (33, 34) , RV-pulmonary artery coupling (right-sided VAC, RVAC) has been found to offer prognostic information in cases of HF with preserved EF (35) . Notably, normal RVAC values are associated with optimal energy efficiency rather than maximal work transfer (36) , reflecting the energy-sparing behavior of the RV in the low resistance-high flow pulmonary circulation. Regarding pLV pacing, it could be argued that prevention of RV dyssynchrony may lead to normalization of RVAC values compared to standard BVP although we lack relevant studies to verify or refute this claim.
Modes of LV pacing
Pacing the LV is not per se difficult. Options include epicardial pacing through either surgically implanted electrodes or through a CS catheter, or even endocardial implantation of either conventional pacing leads (through the interatrial or interventricular septum) (37), or of a leadless, ultrasound-activated device endocardially ( Fig. 1) (38) . In theory, all but the CS approach offer wide range of options regarding selection of appropriate pacing sites, either at the cost of being laborious or not having displayed superiority to standard BVP. The essence of the modern approach to LV pacing as an alternative modality to BVP lies in its preferential nature-that is, focusing not only on achieving maximal LV resynchronization but also on preserving RV synchronicity by avoiding iatrogenic dyssynchrony induced through the RV pulse. Although in principle pLV pacing could be coupled with the LV lead being surgically implanted or functioning through an ultrasonic pulse, currently, the pursued approach involves classical CRT (BVP)-capable devices, with dedicated new algorithms.
How does then pLV pacing, delivered through a CRT device, differ from plain LV pacing, delivered through a simple dualchamber device (monoventricular LV-mLV-pacing)? The answer lies in the versatility offered by multipolar electrodes and the existence of a wide RV pole (RV-coil) that can partake in dipole formation. More specifically, multipolar electrodes assist in more accurately sculpting the LV activation sequence, allowing for better optimization of LV output, and the RV pole creates vectors linking lateral/anterior/apical segments with the interventricular septum that also span a wide area of myocardium (triangular shape containing excitatory vectors-more myocardial mass simultaneously activated), while minimizing the possibility of anodal stimulation (and thus RV pacing), compared to RV tip pole (reduced electric charge density). Furthermore, newer algorithms (such as AdaptivCRT ® ) allow for anticipatory/preferential LV pacing, that is, the relevant pulse is delivered at a programmable interval prior to intrinsic RV activation, which is monitored every minute and adjusted for accordingly (obviously relatively preserved atrioventricular conduction and-absence of high degree atrioventricular block-and rhythmicity are essential). Once more, it is emphasized that even in RV-coil inclusive dipoles depolarization is induced at the LV, with the vector directed toward the RV (no RV pacing per se occurs). Moreover, given limitations of current algorithms (see below), CRT-capable devices can always revert to BVP mode, maintaining the multitude of options for vector selection.
In contrast, mLV pacing would necessitate short atrioventricular delays to avoid RV>LV conduction, potentially compromising the basic tenet of avoiding RV dyssynchrony (LV > RV conduction) -admittedly a rare occurrence due to the slow propagation of the epicardial LV pulse as compared with the PF-based intrinsic impulse propagation in the RV (20) . Thus, the requirement for short atrioventricular delays to ensure BVP delivery is negated and their negative effects abrogated in CRT device-based pLV pacing with RV intrinsic fusing with paced LV site1 >LV site2 conduction. Additionally, mLV pacing is associated with QRS widening compared to baseline, given its epicardial nature and the extremely leftward skewed depolarization initiation (39) . Mitral regurgitation may be an issue as well, given asynchronous papillary muscle activation (40) . Monoventricular LV pacing could also promote arrhythmogenesis, especially through triggered activity, given that myocardial segments may be subjected to initial stretching prior to actively contracting. In contrast, BVP has been shown to possess intrinsic arrhythmia-suppressing properties, through prevention of abnormal, supraphysiological myocardial segment deformation (41) -mechanistically effects on both mitral regurgitation and arrhythmia can be extrapolated to pLV pacing, given that intraventricular LV synchronicity is achieved to a greater extent.
Finally, regarding standard BVP, it is noteworthy that even in the uncommon cases when, due to CS lead position and/or the nature of LV intraventricular conduction alterations, optimal mechanical effects require an RV>LV configuration (thus pLV pacing is irrelevant); and although RV apex has already been activated intrinsically, pacing through an RV-coil-inclusive dipole remains a valid option for LV pacing inasmuch as the cathode lies in the CS electrode and thus depolarization is localized but also has directionality toward the RV (incidentally, this configuration essentially renders anodal stimulation irrelevant, given that the RV is already depolarized).
Clinical evidence
Most initial studies comparing LV and BVP have been performed on patients with dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM), to ensure a rather homogeneous effect of diffuse fibrosis on conduction, as opposed to the more severe yet more localized, impact of dense scars of ischemic cardiomyopathy (ICM). It should be highlighted that older studies employed mLV and not pLV pacing. The totality of the heart is activated with a rightward direction (not leading to QRS duration shortening). (c) Endocardial LV pacing-interventricular septum approach-an alternative approach using standard devices, allowing for more versatility in LV site selection. (d) Endocardial LV pacing-the WiSE study approach-although allowing for the greatest versatility regarding site, it does not use CRT devices, rather a dualchamber pacemaker communicates with an ultrasound generator that in turn activates the electrode in the left ventricle Monoventricular LV pacing Initially focused on establishing mLV pacing noninferiority to BVP, as early as 1997, several studies started suggesting that LV pacing, especially when delivered at the lateral/posterior wall area (42) procured hemodynamic responses at least on par with BVP (20, 21, 42) -notably dp/dt of the LV increased by almost 25%. These effects were not correlated with QRS shortening-an intuitive finding, based on the epicardial nature of pacing. Regarding clinical and echocardiographic endpoints (6-min walking distance, anaerobic threshold, NYHA functional class, mitral regurgitation severity, and LV EF), they were also found not to differ between mLV and BVP, with the exception of LV end diastolic diameter that was found significantly lower in the BVP cohort, perhaps due to more options regarding intraventricular resynchronization offered by the two electrodes configuration (43) . This interpretation is compatible with the report by Auricchio et al. (44) that mLV pacing benefits CRT candidates with baseline QRS duration >150 ms (true LBBB), without clinical improvement (peak oxygen consumption, 6-min walking distance, quality of life) detected in those with LBBB and QRS duration 120-150 ms. Indeed, the former had, by definition, markedly belated activation of the LV lateral segments, thus CS-based mLV pacing was suitable, targeting precisely that area, while the latter may have exhibited more subtle dyssynchrony that would require selection of different pacing vectors, offered only by BVP. In fact, importance of LV free wall activation timing in ventricular synchrony is demonstrated also in cases with mechanically, but not electrocardiographically, proven dyssynchrony (i.e., patients had QRS duration <120 ms), where effects of both BVP and mLV pacing were associated with their impact on expediting LV free wall activation (45) .
The first landmark study for the comparison of mLV and BVP was the BELIEVE pilot study (74 patients, QRS>130 ms with an LBBB pattern, 1:1 randomization) (46) , where response to pacing at 12 months, defined as at least 5% LV EF improvement and/ or ≥10% increase in 6-min walking distance, was similar between mLV and BVP groups (75% vs. 70%, respectively, p=0.788). Although underpowered to establish noninferiority (estimated post hoc to require ~1100 patients per pacing modality), the study did establish safety, feasibility, and favorable profile (regarding LV EF and 6-min walking distance) of mLV pacing. Upon evolution in BVP-capable device technology, namely potential for independent programming of ventricular leads and more options for atrioventricular and interventricular delays (47) (48) (49) , and following echocardiographically guided optimization [despite difficulties of such a feat (50-52)], no difference between BVP and mLV was noted regarding exercise capacity and quality of life, although NYHA class was significantly better in BVP recipients (53) . Although the same argument as before could be made based on the crossover design of the study, a different point of view could be that performance of mLV pacing, a rather unsophisticated pacing mode, was on par with quite advanced modalities of BVP delivery.
Noninferiority in clinical and echocardiographic parameters was demonstrated in the B-LEFT HF trial (54), having enrolled 176 patients (LV EF <35%, NYHA class III-IV, randomizing 90 to BVP and 76 to mLV) and with a follow-up of 6 months. The Evaluation of Resynchronization Therapy for HF (GREATER-EARTH) (55) trial further confirmed beneficial effects of mLV pacing, equal to those of BVP, and, although falling short of establishing superiority (an interesting shift in mentality), further elaborated on them, by reporting that 20.5% of non-responders to BVP achieved responder status upon mLV pacing initiation, and conversely, 31.4% of non-responders to mLV pacing responded to BVP. Unfortunately, no further data on these subgroups are provided, and it could be hypothesized that mLV pacing unique responders had compromised RV function on BVP (again this was a crossover design trial), whereas BVP unique responders had either different features of dyssynchrony (necessitating different LV pulse configuration-notably the RV pulse may contribute to LV depolarization, especially in cases of abnormal endogenous conduction), or improved more on other parameters, such as mitral regurgitation. Of note, BVP did retain an advantage regarding LV diastolic function, mitral regurgitation, and systolic pulmonary artery pressure (expectable findings given greater versatility for fine-tuning resynchronization) (56) .
The above trials (46, 54, 55) , along with later metaanalyzes (57, 58) , which demonstrate parity in terms of mortality [OR 1.25, 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.48-3.24 for mLV pacing vs BVP], peak exercise capacity (standardized difference in means for peak O 2 consumption 0.306, p=0.052), and hospitalizations (OR 0.86, 95% CI 0.49-1.50 for mLV pacing vs BVP) were instrumental in firmly establishing the role of mLV pacing as an alternative to BVP, especially in cases of nonresponse, allowing for its inclusion in relevant guidelines (6) .
In contrast, findings in patients with HF with AF, after His bundle ablation, were not favorable for mLV pacing, compared with BVP, even at baseline QRS duration of >140 ms (59) . More specifically, mLV pacing yielded inferior results in terms of exercise performance (including cardiopulmonary exercise test), while being associated with increased ventricular arrhythmogenesis (in the form of premature ventricular complexes). This discrepancy could be attributed to crossover study design, given that effect of one pacing modality could persist beyond its cessation.
Preferential LV pacing
Although studies' findings reproducibly pointed to mLV pacing noninferiority to BVP, leading to suggestions of using plain DDD/ VDD pacemakers for its delivery, especially in cases with significant comorbidities or economic constraints (60), pathophysiological rationale and early evidence (24) suggested the existence of an untapped potential for combining RV function preservation and LV resynchronization, and created the impetus for the development of relevant algorithms. Focus of these algorithms is on assessing intrinsic atrioventricular conduction and, when within certain limits, allow for PF-mediated RV activation while pre-emptively/preferentially pacing the LV (pLV pacing). This allows for normal RV activation and LV resynchronization-it is stressed once more that intrinsic RV activation may partake in LV segment depolarization, contributing to the desired dyssynchrony minimization, thus overall LV activation constitutes a fusion.
More practically, and based on the currently available algorithm (61), when intrinsic atrioventricular conduction time does not exceed 220 ms in cases of sensed atrial activity and 270 ms in cases of atrial pacing a sole LV pulse is delivered (whose dipole's configuration is modifiable given a quadripolar CS electrode) at 70% of the measured atrioventricular conduction interval (to ensure CRT delivery to the LV). Measurements of endogenous atrioventricular conduction are performed once per minute, following prolongation of programmed atrioventricular delay interval. Currently, no fine adjustment of the intrinsic RV activation-LV pulse time delay is feasible and the algorithm cannot operate in cases of irregular heart rhythm (anticipatory pacing), compromised atrioventricular conduction, or at heart rates exceeding 100 bpm. In any of the above cases, programming reverts to BVP with the potential for optimizing interventricular delay by assessing QRS conduction interval, defined as the time from the RV sensing to the end of the QRS complex in the device electrogram. Additionally, automatic optimization of atrioventricular delay is performed as well. Obviously, due to current constraints of pLV pacing algorithms, it is unfeasible to compare pure pLV pacing and standard BVP. Thus, all pLV recipients will also at periods receive BVP, potentially confounding correlations, although in practice that percentage may be extremely low (down to 0.5% of CRT delivered).
Preferential LV pacing was quickly brought to the forefront of CRT armamentarium following results of the Adaptive CRT trial (62) , where noninferiority to echocardiographically optimized BVP was demonstrated after a follow-up of 6 months (522 patients, between subjects design). Notably, the clinical composite score, introduced in 2001 (63) , with a rather strict definition of improvement was used to define response to treatment, which did not differ between groups (73.6% vs. 72.5%, p=0.0007 for noninferiority), while no inappropriate programming occurred as a result of algorithm implementation. A potential limitation lies in the different mode for CRT optimization (atrioventricular and interventricular delay programming) between groups, performed either echocardiographically (BVP arm) or based on electrical parameters (pLV pacing group). However, a strong correlation between values chosen by the device and those suggested by echocardiography was noted in the pLV pacing arm, both at baseline, and at 6 months (0.93 and 0.90, respectively). A notable limitation lies in the fact that 50.9% of CRT delivered to the pLV pacing group was in the form of BVP, potentially confounding outcomes (either blurring pLV pacing effects or ensuring noninferiority).
This issue was clarified in a subsequent analysis and extended follow-up of the Adaptive CRT trial participants (64) , where pLV pacing ≥50% of CRT was independently associated with reduced risk for death or heart failure-related hospitalization (HR 0.49, p=0.012). Patients attaining such levels of pLV pacing were more frequently female, had nonischemic cardiomyopathy and more often displayed LBBB ECG patterns (interestingly the same predictors for response to CRT in general-conceivably because they focus the problem on the LV, and are more amenable to resynchronization and less probable to induce atrioventricular conduction abnormalities precluding pLV pacing). Obviously, these patients also predominantly had normal intrinsic atrioventricular conduction intervals at randomization. Equally importantly, when patients from both treatment arms with normal atrioventricular conduction were compared (thus indirectly selecting those in the pLV arm with the higher selective LV pacing percent and minimizing BVP effects) death and heart failure-related hospitalization rates were significantly lower at 1 year in the pLV pacing group (HR 0.52, p=0.044), with a trend for increased response at the same time (77% vs. 66% p=0.076). These findings were subsequently confirmed in a metaanalysis comparing pLV recipients from the Adaptive CRT trial with a historical cohort comprised of echocardiographically optimized patients with standard BVP from previous studies, reporting a greater rate of clinical composite score improvement, as well as increased likelihood for improvement, favoring the former (Δ percentage 11.9%, 95% CI 2.7-19.2%, odds ratio 1.65, 95% CI 1.1-2.5) (65) .
Effects of pLV pacing have been shown to extend beyond RV dyssynchrony improvement and at least parity with BVP in clinical outcomes. More specifically, AF incidence, defined as >48 h on AF based on device-stored electrograms was found significantly reduced both in the pLV pacing arm of the Adaptive CRT trial, after an extended follow-up of 20.2 months (hazard ratio 0.54, p=0.03) (66) , and after remote follow-up of >37,000 patients for 15.5 months (hazard ratio 0.53, p<0.001) (67) . Furthermore, the reduction benefited mostly patients with baseline prolonged atrioventricular conduction (66) -so in the standard BVP mode, atrial contraction would have been abruptly terminated by the initiation of ventricular activation through delivery of pacing pulses to ensure CRT, and correlated with the percentage of pLV pacing (hazard ratio 0.05, p<0.001 when pLV levels >92% were compared with levels 0%-5%). Although underlying mechanisms for AF incidence reduction remain obscure, potential implications regarding clinical course of patients with HF are evident, given both importance of atrial function for prognosis (68) and the effects of ablating AF in this population (69)-an intervention that could be complemented by the implementation of a pacing algorithm further reducing arrhythmia occurrence.
To summarize, current limited clinical evidence suggests that pLV pacing, notwithstanding programming limitations, when actually delivered to patients, leads to improved clinical outcomes (death and HF-related hospitalizations) over BVP. A significant number of BVP non-responders do echocardiographically and physically respond to pLV pacing. Furthermore, its effect extends to supraventricular arrhythmia burden reduction, in the form of reduced AF occurrence, in a percentage-related manner. Unexpectedly, there is a paucity of clinical data regarding pLV pacing effects on RV function (assessed by means of e.g., two-dimensional speckle tracking-based longitudinal strain, cardiac magnetic resonance imaging, or even right-sided ventriculoarterial coupling), despite that theoretically it is a vantage point for pLV pacing and historically it constituted the rationale for the latters' development.
Conclusion -Future Perspectives
Significant clinical research is being conducted regarding pLV pacing. The contemporary AdaptResponse trial (70) aims to elaborate on metaanalyzes' findings regarding superiority of pLV pacing over BVP (65) and aims to recruit and randomize approximately 3000 patients in 200 centers with a worldwide scope (between subject design). Randomization lies in activation or not of the AdaptivCRT ® algorithm, allowing for comparison of pLV pacing and standard BVP. Primary endpoint includes all-cause mortality and intervention for HF decompensation (not necessarily mandating hospitalization), being more general but also more clinically relevant. On the other hand, enrollees will have to not only meet CRT eligibility criteria but also exhibit "true" LBBB, as defined per the Strauss criteria (QRS duration ≥140 ms for men and ≥130 ms for women, along with mid-QRS notching or slurring in ≥2 contiguous leads) (71) -a restriction not present in the Adaptive CRT trial (61) . Moreover, BVP optimization will be left to treating physicians' discretion, again diverging from the design of previous trials in the field, but closer to daily practice. Once more, RV function alterations do not explicitly constitute a study endpoint. However, following a planned follow-up period of 2.5 years and projected primary endpoint occurrence in 1100 participants, the aforementioned trial will be powered to demonstrate pLV superiority to BVP, at least in that more selected CRT-eligible patient group.
Consequently, trials aiming to assess global cardiac effects of pLV pacing, especially in comparison with standard BVP are in order, examining both components of circulation-pulmonary and systemic-and estimating improvements in exercise capacity, potentially linking them to better bilateral VAC. On a more advanced notion, combination of pLV and multisite LV pacing, a modality further boosting chamber resynchronization (72, 73) , would potentially represent combinational use of the most advanced forms of cardiac pacing to improve outcomes in patients with advanced dyssynchronous systolic HF.
